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Cambodia is notorious for being a hub for child sex
trafficking and sex tourism. Svay Pak, a small town just
outside of Phnom Penh, is particularly known as a “global
center for pedophiles,” where parents have often sold their
children into brothels. 

“Bride trafficking”—or the trafficking of women for the
purpose of marriage—has been increasingly detected
between Cambodia and China over the last several years. In
2013, the Cambodian government identified and assisted
with the repatriation of 21 women who had been trafficked
to China in this way. In 2014, that number grew to 58, and
then to 85 in 2015. All of these appear to have been cases
where the women escaped and sought help from the
Cambodian embassy, so the total number that have been
trafficked for this purpose is unknown but likely to be much
higher.

Illegal migration, resulting from barriers to legal migration,
is believed to be one of the primary factors placing
Cambodian migrant laborers at risk of trafficking and
exploitation. 
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ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PEOPLE LIVING IN MODERN SLAVERY*

63.51/100
VULNERABILITY TO MODERN SLAVERY*

15,517,635
POPULATION*

$3,744
GDP (PPP)*

*Global Slavery Index 2018 data. For more information 
on their findings, visit GlobalSlaveryIndex.org

SOURCES: http://un-act.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Final_UN-ACT_Forced_Marriage_Report.pdf , IBID,  http://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2013/12/world/cambodia-child-sex-trade/,
https://www.phnompenhpost.com/opinion/deportation-exploitation-and-death-thai-border, https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/fees-capped-migrant-workers,
https://asiafoundation.org/resources/pdfs/LegalFrameworkLabourTrafficking.pdf 



OUR TIMELINE

LJI Ghana was first established in 2019 with transit monitoring on the border of
Ghana and Togo. The team quickly strategized to figure out how to combat child
trafficking on Lake Volta. we identified Kete-Krachi as a strategic position for a
monitoring station, and we resolved to pilot a monitoring station near the ferry
points.
 
Our Ghana team formulated a plan, and a month later we deployed a team of four
monitors in two locations. Within a month, we had the first intercept, and over the
next six months, the team intercepted over 20 children and helped the authorities
effect two arrests, both leading to convictions.
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Love Justice International is an NGO
committed to sharing the love of
Jesus Christ by fighting the world's
greatest injustices. 
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